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What is an NGDO?

NGOs are “[…] non-state, not profit oriented groups which pursue

an aim of public interest”.

Development NGOs: the higher aim pursued is the eradication of

global poverty.

They deal with matters of

 Social justice, locally and globally

 Support for marginalised people in society

 Support for people deprived of their human rights.

 NGDOs often fill the gaps in development related niches! 



The Role of NGDOs

(1) Implementation of projects and activities in the Majority

World (projects on the ground)

(2) Connection to the grassroots of society

(3) Watch dog for development policy and policy implementation

(4) Advocacy: influencing political decision-making with regards

to development policy, scrutiny and accountability, by engaging

with political institutions and stakeholders.



The Role of NGDOs

Watch Dog and Advocator – the practical example of Malta’s

AidWatch Working Group (i)

Times of Malta: Transparency levels of aid programme ‘very, very low ‘ (22 October 

2011)

http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20111022/local/Transparency-levels-of-aid-programme-very-very-low-.390167
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The Role of NGDOs

Watch Dog and Advocator – the practical example of

Malta’s AidWatch Working Group (ii)

“The government has been routinely granting unregistered charities and individuals 

public funds as part of its overseas development programme.  The programme’s 

transparency is also being questioned, with the Foreign Affairs Ministry unwilling to 

publish its internal evaluations of the programme.”

“‘ODA figures are not published in any detail and, despite several requests, we have 

never been given a detailed breakdown of the figures,’ a representative of Skop’s

AidWatch working group said.” 

“‘Parliament is also failing to examine the work of the ministry. [...] ‘We do not see 

any scrutiny from the parliamentary working group responsible for overseas 

development assistance.’”

“‘This isn’t about undermining the value of certain projects. One might know an 
individual or mission that does good work. But these could be supported through 
other indirect actions, not by direct funds. Taxpayers’ money should respond to 

certain transparency and accountability standards.’”

Times of Malta: Transparency levels of aid programme ‘very, very low ‘ (22 October 2011)
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The Role of NGDOs

(5) Providers of global education and awareness raising

activities

Although even Malta’s Overseas Development Policy (2007)

recognises the importance and role of global education and

awareness raising, such activities are:

 only insignificantly supported by the Government

 not part of the national curriculum

 provided by NGOs and dedicated teachers & educators



The Importance of NGDO

Not to be defined according to the opinions of political decision-

makers and institutions!

The importance of NGDOs in development cooperation re-defines

itself from the presence of a societal need for organisations

that are based at the grassroots of society, that actively and on

equal terms engage with those who should be the beneficiaries

of development efforts and that hold the political decision-

makers accountable for their shortcomings in poverty

eradication.


